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1. INTRODUCTION
The connections between quantum dynamics and spectral properties of
the Hamiltonians generating the time evolution have a long history going
w xback to the celebrated RAGE theorem 17 . The occurrence of unusual
types of spectra in various models from solid state physics, e.g., singular
continuous or dense pure point, has stimulated a renewed interest for a
deeper investigation of the transport properties associated to such spectra.
w xA crucial step in this direction was accomplished by Guarneri 7 who
investigated the role of a global scaling exponent for the spectral measures
of the Floquet operators associated to pulsed systems for the time be-
haviour of various dynamical quantities such as correlation functions or
w xmean square displacement. Those results were extended by one of us 4 to
d w xcontinuous dynamics on R using results of Strichartz 18 on the asymp-
totics of Fourier transforms of uniform g-dimensional measures see
.Definition 2.2 below .
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w xSoon after, Holschneider 11 using wavelet transform and Ketzmerick
w xet al. 12 emphasized the role of the correlation dimension of the spectral
measures for such asymptotics. More recently, new contributions were
w xprovided by 2, 5, 10, 13 . One of the aims of this paper is to clarify the
links between the whole set of results obtained so far and in particular to
derive from them the fact that the information dimension of the spectral
measures provides a universal lower bound on the growth exponents of the
moments for the position operator.
Then using some kind of stability property for the growth exponent of
moments, we will provide some explicit examples showing that in general
the information dimension does not provide upper bounds. In particular it
is easy to construct discrete Schrodinger operators with pure point spec-È
trum having in some sense almost ballistic growth of high moments. This
w xhas already been obtained by Del Rio et al. 5 on a specific example; we
show here that this occurs for almost every one-site perturbation of
Schrodinger operators whose spectral measures have information dimen-È
sion close to 1.
The plan of this paper is as follows: in Section 2 we recall the definition
of local and global exponents of spectral measures and give a rigourous
proof that the correlation dimensions control the time-decay of correlation
functions. In Section 3 we consider growth exponents for moments of
position operators; our result in terms of information dimension is in fact a
w xmore elaborate form of a recent result of Last 13 . In Section 4 we present
a stability result under rank one perturbations which shows that dynamics
are in a weak sense invariant under such perturbations. Finally in Ap-
pendix A we relate Theorem 2.2 of Section 2 to those results obtained in
w x11 using wavelet transform and we prove that the mean quadratic
dimensions are equal to the correlation dimensions; as this paper was
being written we learned of a preprint of Guerin and Holschneider
w xshowing similar estimates 9 .
2. FRACTAL DIMENSION OF MEASURES AND
ASYMPTOTIC BEHAVIOUR OF THE
FOURIER TRANSFORM
Let us first recall the definition of local exponents for measures and
their relation to Hausdorff and correlation dimensions.
DEFINITION 2.1. Local Exponents. Consider a positive finite Borel
measure m on R. The upper and lower scaling exponents are defined as
log m B x . .«yg x s lim inf 1 .  .
log ««ª0
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log m B x . .«qg x s lim sup , 2 .  .
log ««ª0
 .where B x is the open ball of center x and radius «r2.«
 . y .Remark 1. a It is easy to see that g x is a measurable function;
indeed, it is a consequence of standard arguments and of the fact that for
y .all x, the limit in the definition of g x remains unchanged if the
 4continuous variable « is replaced by any sequence « with « o 0 andn n
 w x.  < y .log« rlog « ª 1 see 22 . In particular for any a , the sets x g x Gnq1 n
4a are m measurable.
 .b As a consequence of the Radon]Nykodim decomposition of a
measure, one obtains that
m a.e. x , 0 F gy x F gq x F 1. .  .
 .c It is well known that for m a probability measure,
m ess.inf gy x F dim m F m ess.sup gq x , 3 .  .  .  .H
 .  w x.where dim m is the Hausdorff dimension of m see 6, 15 , also calledH
the information dimension.
 .d In the particular case where the scaling exponents are m-almost
everywhere constant, a theorem of Young asserts that if
y qg x s g x s g is constant for m a.e. x , 4 .  .  .
then
dim m s g . .H
 .Relation 4 is exceptional; it is satisfied however for any absolutely
continuous measure with g s 1. We will extend this result in Section 3 by
showing that
dim m s m ess.sup gy x . .  .H
DEFINITION 2.2. Let 0 F a F 1; m is said to be locally a-dimensional at
  .. ax if 'c - q` such that ;0 - « - 1, m B x F c« .0 « 0
 .m is said to be locally uniformly a-dimensional L.U. a if 'c - q`
  .. aand 0 - « - 1 such that for m a.e. x, ;« , 0 - « - « , m B x F c« .0 0 «
w x  w x .In 18 , Strichartz proved the following see also 13 for a simple proof :
2 .THEOREM 2.1. If m is a measure on R which is L.U. a , and f g L dm ,
then there exists C depending only on m such that1
2T 2ay1 5 5Ãsup T fm t dt F C f , 5 .  .  .H 21
yTTG1
where denotes the Fourier transform.Ã
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Remark 2. Each finite positive measure is L.U. 0. A measure m which
has a pure point component on x has a local exponent equal to zero at0
 .x . An absolutely continuous measure w.r.t. Lebesgue measure with a0
 .density f x has a local exponent equal to 1 at x if f is locally bounded0
near x . A measure which is locally of dimension a at x is locally of0
y .dimension b for any b F a , and has a scaling exponent g x G a
Theorem 2.1 has been used to study the time behaviour of moments
 < m <::   .  . .X see 24 and 25 for the definition and to extend the result ofT
w x w x 2 d.  w x.Guarneri 7 and Last 13 to L R see 4 . An immediate consequence
of this theorem is the following:
COROLLARY 2.1. Let H be a Hilbert space and H a self-adjoint operator
 .on H. Let E ? be the spectral family of the hamiltonian H, and define, forl
 .  :  :c g D H , dm s d E c , c where , denotes the scalar product0 c l 0 00
on H.
 .For fixed c we denote by c t the solution of the Schrodinger equation:È0
d¡
i c t s Hc t .  .~ dt¢c t s 0 s c . . 0
Assume that the spectral measure dm is L.U. a ; then ifc0
2 :p t s c , c . 0 t
the correlation function
1 T
C T ' p t dt 6 .  .  .HT 0
satisfies
'C - q` s.t . ;T ) 1, C T F C Tya 7 .  .1 1
 .and for any w g D H
1 T 2 ya : 5 5w , c dt F C T w . 8 .H t 1T 0
The proof follows obviously from
yi tl Ã :w , c t s f l e dm l ' fm t .  .  .  . .H c c0 0
R
2 .for some f in L dm .c0
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Unfortunately, it appears that the greatest a such that m is L.U. a can
be rather small in comparison for example with the m-essential infimum of
y .  .the lower local exponents g x see the example of Appendix B .
One can try to improve the situation by considering other characteristic
exponents of the measure m. This has been done in particular by Geisel et
w x w xal. 12 and Holschneider 11 . The first one emphasized the role of the
so-called correlation dimension defined as follow:
DEFINITION 2.3. Let m be any finite positive Borel Measure on R and
« «
g « s m v y , v q dm v . 9 .  .  .H2  / 2 2R
Then
log g « .2yD s lim inf is the lower correlation dimension 10 .2 log ««ª0
log g « .2qD s lim sup is the upper correlation dimension. 11 .2 log ««ª0
If Dqs Dys D , then D is called the correlation dimension of m.2 2 2 2
 . q y Remark 3. i D and D remain unchanged if one replaces v y2 2
x  .  .«r2, v q «r2 by B v in the definition of g « . It is obvious if m is a« 2
purely continuous measure; if the pure point part m of m is such thatp
q y  xm / 0, then D s D s 0 for g defined with v y «r2, v q «r2 orp 2 2 2
 .B v .«
 . w xii In 12 , Ketzmerick et al. infer from a formal calculation that
g « ; « D 2 m C T ; TyD 2 , 12 .  .  .2
 .  .where C T is defined as in 6 and D is associated to m . This is2 c 0
confirmed by some numerical computations; an analytical proof will be
given and generalized below in Theorem 2.2. Our results are strongly
w xrelated to those obtained by Holschneider in 11 with the wavelet trans-
form. Comparison with Holschneider's results is presented in Appendix A.
PROPOSITION 2.1. If m is a finite Borel measure on R, then
DyF m ess.inf gy x . 13 .  .2
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Proof. By the definition of Dy, for fixed h such that Dy) h ) 0,2 2
m B x . .« hr4'« h , ;« - « h , dm x F « .  .  .yH D y3hr42«
m B x d« . . .« h «« dm x - q` . yH H D y3hr42 ««0
m B x d« . . .« h «« m a.e. x - q`. 14 .yH D y3hr42 ««0
y y .Assume that for some x one has D y 2h ) g x ; then by the definition2
y .  .of g x , ' « , « o 0, such thatn ng N n
« y yny1 g  x .qhr2 D y3hr22« - and m B x ) « ) « . . .n « n nn2
  ..   ..Then since m B x is a non-decreasing function of « one has m B x« «
D 2
yyh w X x w 1yhr2 x) « at least on the interval « , « s « , « . Now let N ben n n n
 . 1yhr2the smallest integer such that « - « h and « ) 2« ; then for allN N N
w x w 1yhr2 xn ) N, A ' « , 2« ; « , « , and all the A are disjoint, thusn n n n n n
m B x d« « D 2
yyh . . .« h « ny1G 2« « s q`. 15 .  .y yH n nD y3hr4 D y3hr42 2««0 2« .n)N n
 .  .From 14 and 15 one obtains
m a.e. x , g x G Dyy 2h . . 2
This proves the proposition since the above result is valid for all h ) 0.
Remark 4. With the same arguments as before, one can prove that
 .  .;S g B R , m S ) 0,
log H m B x dm x .  . .S « ylim inf F m ess.inf g x , x g S . 4 .
log ««ª0
We are now ready to prove the following:
 .THEOREM 2.2. Let c g D H . With the notations of Corollary 2.1, if0
Dq and Dy are the upper and lower correlation dimensions of the measure2 2
m , one hasc0
log C T . qlim inf s yD 16 .2log TTª`
log C T . ylim sup s yD . 17 .2log TTª`
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For the proof of this theorem, we need the following preliminary result:
LEMMA 2.1. For m ' m and « ) 0, letc0
2
A « s F x q i« dx , 18 .  .  .H m
R
 .  .   .  ..where F z is the Borel transform of m: F z s H dm y r y y z . Then,m m R
with the same notations as in Corollary 2.1:
`1
yt r Ti A s 4p e p t dt 19 .  .  .H /T 0
dm y dm yX .  .
ii A « s 4p« . 20 .  .  .H 2X 2
R=R y y y q 4« .
w xRemark 5. A similar quantity is used in 5 for a rank one perturbation
w xtheory, and in 2 to relate the behaviour of the Green function to
singularities of the spectral measure.
 .Proof of the Lemma. Part i is well known from Kato's theory of
w x  .smooth operators 17 and ii follows from a straightforward calculation
using the Cauchy formula.
Proof of Theorem 2.2. Let
log C 1r« log C 1r« .  .y qc s lim inf and c s lim sup ;
log « log ««ª0 «ª0
then for all n ) 0,
1 eT 2 22 yt r T yi xyy . tm t dt F e e dm x dm y dt .  .  .ÃH H HT T0 R
2 2y xyy . T r4’s e p dm x dm y e .  .H
2 2y xyy . T r4’s e p dm x dm y e .  .H
y1yn .< <xyy -T
q dm x dm y ey xyy .2T 2 r4 .  .H
y1yn .< <xyy GT
2nyT r4’ y1 yn .F e p m B x dm x q e .  .H 2T
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which implies that
y1 yn .’C T F 2 e p g 2T 21 .  .  .2
from which one immediately deduces that
cqG yDy and cyG yDq. 22 .2 2
 .Now, using 20 one has
p
A « G m B y dm y .  .  . .H 2 «2« R
p
G g « , .22«
 .which implies together with 19 that
`1 1 1
yt r Tg F e p t dt .H2  /8 T T 0
`1 11qnT yt r T ytr TF e p t dt q e p t dt. .  .H H
1qnT T0 T
n  1qn .The first term on the right hand side is smaller than T C T and the
second is smaller than Tyn at q`, for any n g N. Hence, for some
 .  .constant a, one has ;n ) 0, 'T n - ` such that ;T ) T n ,
1
n 1qng F aT C T .2  /T
and then
cqF yDy and cyF yDq. 23 .2 2
 .This inequality together with 22 gives the expected result.
 .Remark 6. One can also obtain the result 17 with the help of the
w x Wiener Tauberian theorem 21 and the mean quadratic dimensions see
.Appendix A .
3. LOWER BOUNDS ON MOMENTS
2 d.In this section, we consider the self-adjoint operator H on H s l Z or
2 d.H s L R and the moments of c ,0
< < m < < m :  :X t s c t , X c t . 24 .  .  .  .
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 .Here c and c t are defined as in Corollary 2.1, as well as the measure0
m , and X is the position operator. The time averaged moments arec0
1 Tm m < < :: < < :X ' X t dt. 25 .  .T HT 0
The main result of this chapter is
THEOREM 3.1. With the same notations as abo¨e, if H is self-adjoint on
2 d Ä .  .  .l Z and c g D H , ;m ) 0 and ;n ) 0, 'C m, d, n , c such that0 0
m Ä m r d.g 0yn . < < ::X G CT , 26 .T
y .where g ' m ess.sup g x .0 c 0
Proof. The proof of the theorem consists of three parts
 .  . 2 d.1 Let e be an orthonormal basis of l Z . If for some c , mn 1 c1
 .is L.U. a , then Corollary 2.1 tells us that for p T , c 'n 1
 . T <  .: < 21rT H e , c t dt, 'C - ` such that ;N g Z, ;T ) 1,0 n 1 1
p T , c F N dC Tya . 27 .  . n 1 1
< <n FN
 . y .2 Let g s m ess.sup g x , for fixed n ) 0, 'S g R such that0 c 0
 . y .m S ) 0 and ; x g S, g G g x ) g y n . Moreover, the Egoroffc 0 00 X  X .theorem implies that 'S ; S, m S ) 0, such that the measurable func-
 .    .. X. XX Xtions f x ' inf log m B x rlog « converge uniformly on S when« « - « «
 X.  .« ª 0. Let c s E S c , where E is the spectral projection for H;1 0
5 5then m is L.U. g y n and c ) 0.c 0 11
 .  X.3 Now define c s E S c , c s c y c , and1, t t 2, t t 1, t
45 51 cT 2 1 :n c , T s max k c , e dt F . . H0 1 1, t n / 5T 90 < <n -k
 . < : <  . < : <Then for c n s c e and c n s c , e , one has1, t 1, t n 2, t 2, t n
p T , c . n 0
< <n -n0
1 T 2F c n q c n dt .  . .H 1, t 2, t /T 0 < <n -n0
1r2
1 1T T2 25 5F c n dt q 2 c c n dt .  . H H1, t 2 1, t /  / /T T0 0< < < <n -n n -n0 0
5 5 2q c . 28 .2
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 .By the definition of n , one obtains from 28 that0
1 25 5p T , c G c . 29 .  . n 0 16< <n Gn0
Then
 < < m:: < < mX ' n p T , c .T n 0
dngZ
mG n c , T p T , c . 30 .  .  .0 1 n 0
< <n Gn0
 .Since m is L.U. g y n , one obtains from 27 and the definition of nc 0 01
1rd45 5c1g yn0n T , c G T 31 .  .0 1  /9C1
 .  .which implies together with 29 and 30 that
m Ä mg 0yn .r d < < ::X G CT , 32 .T
Äwhere C is a finite constant depending on c , m, d, and n .1
Remark 7. This result can also be deduced from Last's theorem, which
is presented in terms of the most continuous component of the measure;
c, a indeed, the a-continuous part m of m is supported on a set T inc c a , c0 0c, a  . .  < y . 4  < y .the sense m R y T s 0 , such that x g x ) a ; T ; x g xc a , c a , c0
4  w x. c, aG a see 16 . Then, ;a - g , m / 0.0 c 0
 . y .If 'S, m S ) 0 such that ; x g S, g x s g , then one can take n s 00
in Theorem 3.2 and Corollary 3.1. This is the case, for example, if the
absolutely continuous part of m is not zero, and for which g s 1.0
One can relate the dimension g to the information dimension as0
follows:
THEOREM 3.2. For m and g as abo¨e,c 00
g s dim m . 33 .  .0 H c 0
 .  < y . 4 <Proof. Let m ' m and S ' S n s x g R g x G g y n . Let m Sc 00
be the probability measure defined as follows: for all subsets A of R,
<  .  .  .  .m A s m S l A rm S . For every A such that m A s 1, one hasS
<  .m A s 1; thenS
<dim m F dim m . 34 .  . .SH H
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 . <Part 3 and the definition of m giveS
< y <g y n F m ess.inf g x F dim m . 35 .  . .S S0 H
X .  < y . 4 X .Now, for fixed n ) 0, let S n ' x g x - g q n . One has S n ;0
 <    .. g 0qn . 4T ' x lim sup m B x r« s ` , where T is a set thats, g qn « ª 0 « s, g qn0 0
g 0qn  w x. g 0qnsupports the singular part of m with respect to H see 16, 13 , H
 .being the g q n -Hausdorff measure. Then0
Hg 0qn SX n s 0. 36 .  . .
 X ..  .Now since m S n s 1, 36 implies
g q n G dim SX n G dim m . 37 .  .  . .0 H H
 .  .  .Equation 33 follows from 35 and 37 .
Remark 8. I. Guarneri informed us that he has obtained independently
w xresults similar to Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 8 .
One can also relate g to the correlation dimension introduced in0
 y .Section 2 notice that one already has from Proposition 2.1 that D F g .2 0
Define
log H m B x dm x .  . .A c « c0 0yD c ' sup lim inf ; .2 0  log ««ª0
A g B R and m A ) 0 . 38 .  .  .c0 5
  . .Here B R is the Borel algebra of R.
Then
DyF m ess.inf gy x F Dy c s g , 39 .  .  .2 c 2 0 00
g defined as above.0
2 d.  .COROLLARY 3.1. If H is self-adjoint on l Z , then ;c g D H , ;m )0
Ä .0, and ;n ) 0, 'C m, d, n , c - ` s.t.0
m Ä m r d.dim H  mc .yn . < < :: 0;T ) 1, X ) CT . 40 .T
 .Remark 9. The result 40 also holds in the continuous case when
2 d. q l oc w xH s yD q V on L R if V g K and V g K 4, 13 .d y d
2 d.COROLLARY 3.2. Consider a self-adjoint operator H s yD q V on l Z ,
 .with V bounded. Let c g D H . If the information dimension g s0
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 .dim m ¨erifies g ) 0 then for « ) 0, « - g , and n ) 0, there existH c 0 0
 .  .  .  .C n ) 0, C « , n ) 0, C n ) 0, and T « , n such that with the nota-1 2 3
 .tions of Corollary 2.1, ;T ) T « , n ,
1 T 2 yn :c , d dt G C T . 41 .H t n 3T 0 g y« .r d0 < <C t - n -C t2 1
Proof. First of all, remark that since H is bounded, it is easy to prove
 .  .  .that ;m ) 0, 'C m , a m, n ) 1 and t m - ` such that ; t ) t ,1 0 0
2m yat< <  :n c , d - e 42 . t n
< <n )C t1
 .see Proposition C.1 . This implies that for T large enough
1 T 2m< <  :n c , d dtH t nT 0 dngZ
1 1 T 2m< <  :s O q n c , d dtH t n /T T t d0 ngZ
1 1 T 2m yat< <  :F O q n c , d q e dtH t n /  /T T t0 < <n FC t1
4 T 2m< <  :F n c , d dt. 43 .H t nT t0 < <n FC t1
 .On the other hand, for r ' g y « rd, 0 - « - g , and some fixed0 0
C ) 0,2
1 T 2m mg y« .r d0< <  :n c , d dt F C T . 44 .H t n 2T 0 1r m r< <n -C t2
Thus, for C suitably chosen depending on m and « , Theorem 3.12
 .  .together with 43 and 44 implies for T large enough
1 T 2m m r d.g y« .0< <  :n c , d dt G C T . 45 .H t n 2T 0 1r m r < <C t - n -C t2 1
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On the other hand,
1 T 2m< <  :n c , d dtH t nT 0 1r m r < <C t - n -C t2 1
T 2m my1  :F C T c , d dt. 46 .H1 t n
0 1r m r < <C t - n -C t2 1
 .  .Then 45 and 46 give
1 T 2 ym m r d.g y« .ym0 :c , d dt G C C T .H t n 2 1T 0 1r m r < <C t - n -C t2 1
 .For fixed n ) 0, one obtains the result 41 for m small enough.
 .Remark 10. For H self-adjoint on H, and some c g D H , define the
< < mminimal growth rate of X for fixed m ) 0 as
 < < m::log X T
b s lim inf . 47 .m log TTª`
 . 2 d.Then relation 42 tells us that for H s l Z , b F m. Moreover, it ism
 .easy to see Proposition C.2 that b rm is increasing with m. Thus b rmm m
admits a limit value when m tends to infinity. We will see later Theorem
.4.1 that this value is in some sense stable under rank one perturbation.
Applications of Corollary 3.2. The Fibonacci chain is a model for a
quasicrystal in dimension 1. This model is defined by the discrete Schro-È
2 .dinger operator on l Z ,
Hc n ' c n q 1 q c n y 1 q Vc n , 48 .  .  .  .  .  .  .
 . .  .  .where Vc n s V c n and V takes values qV or yV at site n,n n ng Z
arranged in a Fibonacci sequence. This model has extensively been stud-
ied, and it has been proven that it's spectrum is singular continuous and is
w xa Cantor set of Lebesgue measure zero 1, 19 . Numerical computations
w x  .  . b23 show that for c n s d , C T behaves like c T for large T , where0 n, 0 0
c is a constant and 0 - b - 1, with b approaching 1 when the modula-0
tion strength V tends to zero. In particular, ;n ) 0, 'V small enough such
that the spectral measure m has a lower correlation dimension DyG 1c 20
 .y n see Theorem 2.2 ; this gives a quasi-ballistic motion using Corollary
 . y3.2, since dim m G D .H c 20
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Another example is the Harper model described by
Hc n ' c n q 1 q c n y 1 q l cos 2p ns c n 49 .  .  .  .  .  .  .
2 d ’ .  .on l Z , s s 5 y 1 r2 is the golden mean, and l is a parameter. This
model describes two dimensional electrons in a uniform magnetic field
with periodic potential. The spectrum of this operator is a singular contin-
uous Cantor set which has Lebesgue measure zero only if l s 2. If l - 2,
the spectrum is absolutely continuous, and numerical computations ob-
w x  .  . y1 y  .tained in 23 gives C T ; c log T T so that D s dim m s 11 2 H c 0
 . c as above . By Corollary 3.2 the motion is ballistic which is an expected0
.result for an absolutely continuous spectrum with extended states .
 .In these two examples, the behaviour of C T is closely linked with that
 < < 2:: yof X . This is due to the fact that in these examples D is close toT 2
 .dim m ; obviously for arbitrary H and c this needs not be so. As aH c 00
 .purely theoretic example consider m s L q 1r2 d where L isw1r2, 1x 0 w1r2, 1x
w xthe Lebesgue measure on 1r2, 1 and d is the Dirac measure. In this0
example, the best upper bound for the correlation function is given by
  . .  < < 2:: 2y«lim sup log C T rlog T s 0, whereas X G T , ;« ) 0. In gen-T
eral, Dy picks the ``less continuous'' part of the measure m whereas2 c 0
 .  ydim m does the opposite in the last example, one has D s 0 whereasH c 20
 . .dim m s 1 .H c 0
 .Unfortunately, dim m is not yet the best exponent to describeH c 0 w xmoments. On the one hand, in 5 , there is an example of a SchrodingerÈ
operator with pure point spectrum for which the maximal growth rate of
 < < 2::  .X is close to ballistic, that is, ;n ) 0, ' T , T ª `, such thatT n ng N n
 < < :: 2yn y .X G T . Such a spectrum implies D c s 0, and CorollaryT n 2 0n
 .  < < 2::3.2 and 1 would give only X G constant. This shows that theT
lower bounds obtained are strictly one sided.
w xFurthermore, recall the example of 20 : Let m be the conventional
 .Cantor measure. For the associate operator A and vector c , dim m0 H c 0
G Dys log 2rlog 3, and the perturbed measure m associated to the2 l
 :perturbed operator A s A q l c , ? c is pure point and then locall 0 0
exponents for A are m-almost everywhere zero. This example proves thel
 .instability of dim m . On the other hand, one expects that the lowerH c 0
 < < 2::bound of X does not move too much under small perturbation. ItT
then appears through this simple example that the lower bound obtained
may be not sharp. Our purpose in the next section is to illustrate this point
of view by a simple perturbative result.
4. STABILITY THEOREM
We wish here to exhibit a stability theorem under rank one perturbation
 < < m::P for the moments X . One then obtains a relation between theT
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 < < m::dynamical quantities X respectively associated to the operatorsT
H and H where H s H q lP, l g R. Then, using a rank one pertur-0 l l 0
w xbation theory 20 , one can show that in a one dimensional case, for the
 < < 2::perturbed Fibonacci hamiltonian, the dynamical quantity X be-T
 < < 2:: 1y«haves like X G CT , « ) 0 small, although the spectral mea-T
sure is pure point.
2 d. 2 d. 2 d.Let H be a self-adjoint operator on L R or l Z . For c g L R0
 2 d..  :resp. in l Z let P s , c c be a rank one self-adjoint projection onto
a vector c and H s H q lP, l g R a family of self-adjoint operatorsl 0
 . 0 lwith the same domain D H . We denote by c and c the respective0 t t
solutions of the Schrodinger equation associated to H and H with theÈ 0 l
0 l  < < m::  < < m::same initial conditions c s c , c s c , and by X , X ,0 T l T0 0
m ) 0, the corresponding moments
1 Tm m0 0< <  < < : ::X t s c , X c dt .0 HT t tT 0
1 Tm ml l < < ::  < < :X s c , X c dt.l T H t tT 0
One can prove:
 .  .THEOREM 4.1. For all l, ;n ) 0, there exists T n and C l, n such0
that ;m ) 0, ;T ) T ,0
 < < m:: D 2yy2yn < < m::X G C l, n T X , 50 .  .l T 0 T
where Dy is the lower correlation dimension of m associated to c and H .2 c 00
Proof. By Duhamel's formula, one can write the solution c 0 ast
t0 l l 0 :c s c q il c c , c ds. 51 .Ht t tys s
0
 . < < m r2Thus, multiplying Eq. 51 by X and taking the norm one has
2
tm r2 2 m r2 2 2 m r20 l 0 l5 < < 5 5 < < 5 < <  : 5 < < 5X c F 2 X c q l c , c X c ds .Ht t s tys 5 50
The Cauchy]Schwarz inequality gives
5 < < m r2 0 5 2X ct
t t2m r2 2 2 m r2 2l 0 l5 < < 5 < <  : 5 < < 5F 2 X c q l c , c ds X c ds 52 .H Ht s tys 5
0 0
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which implies that
 < < m::  < < m::X F 2 X0 T l T
< < 2l T T T2 m r2 20 l : 5 < < 5q c , c ds X c ds dt.H H Hs tys /T 0 0 0
53 .
Recalling that
T 20 :c , c ds s TC T .H s
0
 . yD 2yqnand ;T ) T , C T F cT for some constants c and T depending0 0
 .only on n , as proved in Theorem 2.2, one can write the inequality 53 as
 < < m::  < < m:: < < 2 2yD 2yqn < < m::X F 2 X q c l T X 40 T l T l T
 .which leads us to write, for some constant C l, n ) 0 and ;T ) T ,0
 < < m:: D 2yy2yn < < m::X G C l, n T X 54 .  .l T 0 T
and proves the statement.
A direct consequence of this theorem is the following corollary:
 .COROLLARY 4.1. If d s 1, for all n ) 0, there exists C l, n ) 0 and
T ) 0 such that ;T ) T ,0 0
 < < 2:: 3 D 2yy2ynX G C l, n T . 55 .  .l T
Proof. It suffices to apply Corollary 3.1 to H and remark that the0
 . yinformation dimension of m is such that dim m G D .c H c 2
2 d.DEFINITION 4.1. Let H be a discrete hamiltonian on l Z ; given0
C , C two positive constants and 0 - r - 1, define the operator A as1 2 t, m , r
< < m r2 < : <A ' n d d . 56 .t , m , r n n
r < <C t F n FC t2 1
 .  .COROLLARY 4.2. For any n ) 0 and l g R, 'T n - ` and C l, n , r
 .such that ;T ) T n , one has
1 1T Ty2 2l D y2yn 025 5 5 5A c dt G C l, n , r T A c dt. 57 .  .H Ht , m , r t t , m , r tT T0 0
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Proof. This is the same as for Theorem 4.1.
As a consequence of this corollary and of Corollary 3.2 one can easily
prove the following stability result:
2 d.COROLLARY 4.3. Let H be a self-adjoint operator on l Z and H be0 l
 .defined as for Theorem 4.1. Then ;« ) 0, « - g , and n ) 0, 'C n ) 0,0 1
 .  .  .  .C « , n ) 0, C n ) 0 and T « , n such that ;T ) T « , n ,2 3
1 T 2 yl D y2yn2 :c , d dt G C T , 58 .H t n 3T 0 g y« .r d0 < <C t - n -C t2 1
where Dy is the lower correlation dimension of the spectral measure associ-2
ated to c and H .0
 .  .Remark 11. i It follows from Theorem 4.1 that the lower bound 26 is
far from being sharp as can be seen from the following example. Let H0
 .be the Fibonacci chain model hamiltonian's as described in 48 . It is
 w xknown that the spectrum of H is singular continuous see, e.g., 3 and0
.  . yreferences therein . Let c n s d . Then the correlation dimension Dn, 0 2
of m , as pointed out in the previous section, depends on V and for allc
n ) 0 there exists a small enough value of V such that DyG 1 y n . Thus2
 .for the perturbed hamiltonian H s H q lP P defined as above , Corol-l 0
 .  .lary 4.1 implies that for fixed l ) 0 and n ) 0, 'T n - ` and C l, n0
such that
 < < 2:: 1yn;T ) T n , X G C l, n T 59 .  .  .l T0
or equivalently
 < < 2::X l T
lim inf s `.1y2nTTª`
One also knows that the spectrum of H is a Cantor set C of Lebesgue0
w xmeasure 0 so that in the terminology of 20 ,
dm y .c
B x ' - ` ; x f C . H 2y y x .
which implies that dml associated to c and H is pure point for Lebesguec l
 w x. lalmost every l see 20 . So dm has zero Hausdorff dimension but forc
 .n - 1 the lower bound given by 26 for m s 2 is strictly less than the one
 . w xof 59 . We refer to 13, 5 for even more striking examples of hamiltonians
with zero-Hausdorff dimensional spectral measures having
 < < 2::X T
lim sup s `.2T rlog TTª`
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 .  .ii Let b and b be the lower growing exponent defined by 47m , 0 m , l
 .for H and H , respectively. Then it follows from 50 that0 l
b G b q Dyy 2m , l m , 0 2
and in particular
b bm , l m , 0
lim G lim .
m mmª` mª`
Reversing the roles of H and H one obtains0 l
b bm , l m , 0
lim s lim . 60 .
m mmª` mª`
This is an interesting stability property although we don't know how to
characterize these limits in terms of suitable dimensions of spectral mea-
 .  .sures. Notice that in the previous example, 59 gives lim b rm Gmª` m , l
 .1 y n instead of the mere b G 0 given by 26 .m , l
A. APPENDIX
In this section, we relate correlation dimensions Dq and Dy to mean2 2
quadratic dimension and wavelet dimensions. First of all, let us define
w xmean quadratic dimensions already introduced in 14 to generalize the
 .results of Strichartz 5 .
DEFINITION A.1.
1 « «
2W « s m v y , v q dv . . H  /« 2 2R
Then
log W « .qw s lim sup 61 .
log ««ª0
log W « .yw s lim sup 62 .
log ««ª0
are respectively the upper and lower mean quadratic dimensions.
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PROPOSITION A.1.
Dqs wq 63 .2
Dys wy. 64 .2
Proof.
1 « «
2W « s m v y , v q dv . H  /« 2 2R
1 « « .kq1 « Xs dv dm v m v y , v q . H H  /« 2 2 xk« vy«r2, vq«r2kgZ
«1
Xs dj dm v . H H
«  x0 jqk«y«r2, jqk«q«r2kgZ
= xm j q k« y «r2, j q k« q «r2 65 . .
«1
X X X xF dj dm v m v y « , v q « .  .H H
«  x0 jqk«y«r2, jqk«q«r2kgZ
«1
F dj g 2« .H 2« 0
F g 2« . 66 .  .2
 .On the other hand, one has from 65 ,
«1
XW « G dj dm v .  .H H
«  x0 jqk«y«r4, jqk«q«r4kgZ
= X X xm v y «r4, v q «r4 67 . .
and
1  .kq1 «y«r2 XW « s dv dm v .  . H H
«  xk«y«r2 vy«r2, vq«r2kgZ
= xm v y «r2, v q «r2 .
«1
X xs dm v m j q k« y « , j q k« .  .H H
«  x0 jqk«y« , jqk«kgZ
«1
XG dm v .H H
«  x0 jqk«y3«r4, jqk«y«r4kgZ
= X X xm v y «r4, v q «r4 . 68 . .
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 .  .Inequalities 67 and 68 imply that
1 «
W « G g . 69 .  .2  /2 2
 .  .Finally, one obtains from 66 and 69
1 «
g F W « F g 2« .  .2 2 /2 2
 .  .which proves 63 and 64 .
w xLet us now recall some recent results of Holschneider 11 , and give
their connection with our results. The main tool used here is the wavelet
transform which is powerful in analyzing micro-local properties of func-
tions or measures. Let us first recall some definitions.
 .Let S R be the subspace of Schwartz functions whose Fourier trans-q
form is supported by the positive frequencies. For any positive Radon
X  .  .measure m in S R and any g in S R , we define the waveletq q
transform w.r.t. g in the Fourier space as
1
i bvW m b , a s g av e m v dv , 70 .  .  .  .Ã ÃHg 2p R
where denotes the Fourier transform.Ã
 .  1 . <  . < 2DEFINITION A.2. Let G « , 2 s min H dara H db W m b, a ,« R g
«  . <  . < 24H dara H db W m b, a and0 R g
log G « , 2 .yk s lim inf 71 .
log a«ª0
log G « , 2 .qk s lim inf . 72 .
log a«ª0
The last two quantities are called lower and upper 2-wavelet dimensions.
Remark 12. kq and ky do not depend on the choice of the wavelet g,
 w x.provided g / 0 see 11 .
 .The second integral in the definition of G « , 2 is used when the first
X  .converges when « ª 0. This is the case only if m, as an element of S Rq
2 .is in L R .
X .THEOREM A.1. With the notations of Corollary 2.1, let h g S R , h / 0
 .  . 2 . y .satisfying swh g S R for all s g S R . Assume that h f L R . Then k 2
F 0 and it follows that
log C T log C T .  .q yyk 2 y 1 s lim inf F lim sup s yk 2 y 1. .  .
log T log TTª` Tª`
73 .
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We want to relate the quantities kq and ky to the correlation dimen-
sions Dq and Dy introduced in Definition 2.3. An immediate conse-2 2
quence of Theorem A1 and our Theorem 2.2 is that
Dqs kqq 1 and Dys kyq 1.2 2
 .We give here another proof of similar relations independently of C T in
the following proposition.
PROPOSITION A.2. Let m be a Borel probability measure on R, such that
2 .it is not in Ł R , then
DqF kqq 1 74 .2
Dys kyq 1. 75 .2
Proof. By the parseval equation, one has
` da 2
G « , 2 s dv W m b , a .  .H H ga« R
` da 2 2s dv g av m v . .  .Ã ÃH Ha« R
 .  . w xWe choose g g S R such that supp g ; d , 1 for d ) 0, andÃq
<  . < 2 .qH g a dara s c ) 0.ÃR 0
 . ` <  . < 2 .  .  . <  . < 2qFor F « s H g a dara , we have G « , 2 s H dv F «v m vÃ Ã« g R
and
dr« 2
c m v dv F G « , 2 .  .ÃH0 g
0
1r« 2F c m v dv . 76 .  .ÃH0
0
On the other hand, one has
1 « «
2W « s m v y , v q dv . H  /« 2 2R
1 2s x wm v dv .  .H y« r2, « r2.« R
`
21 « sin «vr2 . 2s m v dv . 77 .  .ÃH 22p 2 0 «vr2 .
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 .  . XFrom 76 and 77 , one easily has that for some c ) 00
W « G cX « G « , 2 « DqF kqq 1 78 .  .  .0 g 2
DyF kyq 1. 79 .2
Moreover, one has
sin2 «vr2 . 2
« m v dv .ÃH 2qR «vr2 .
n nq11 12p nr« 2F « y m v dv .ÃH  /  /2p 2p0n
2p y 1 1 «
« W « F « G . 80 .  . gny1  /’ 2pd n2p2 2p n
By the definition of ky, we have for « - « small enough0
;n , 0 - n - kyq 1, 'c n - ` s.t. G « F c n « kyyn . .  .  .g
 .So 80 implies that
1y y .nyk k ynq1W « F c n 2p n « .  .  .1 ny1 /2p .n
F c n « kyyn q1 .2
« DyG kyq 1. 81 .2
 .  .  .The result follows from 78 , 79 , and 81 .
B. APPENDIX
Our goal here is essentially to present some results or examples with
some specific measures that permit us to understand the link between the
different dimensions introduced in this paper. Let us first introduce a
somewhat surprising example of measure for which the largest a such that
y .it is L.U. a is smaller than any local exponents g x .
 xConsider the absolutely continuous measure m defined on 0, 1 as
1
ny1dm s n x dx for fixed n g 0, . 82 . /2
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y . q .Then m a.e. x, g x s g x s 1, but the supremum over all the a such
 xthat m is L.U. a is less than n . That is, ; x g 0, 1 , '« small enough and0 0
2 1yn   ..a constant c s n rx such that ;« - « , m B x F c« , but oneÄ Ä0 0 « 0
cannot hope to find « and c uniform in x. Indeed, let a s n q d forÄ0 0
some d ) 0, and assume 'c ) 0 and « ) 0 such that0
;« - « , m a.e. x , m B x - c« a0 . 83 .  . .0 «
 .   .d .  .   .d .For any 0 - x - 1r2 inf « , cr2n and 1r2 inf « , cr2n - « -0 0 0
  .d .   .. a0inf « , cr2n , one has m B x G c« which is in contradiction with0 «
 .83 .
It follows from Theorem 2.2 and an explicit calculation of m thatÃ
y q w x y .D s D s 2n 13 , whereas m ess.inf g x is equal to 1 for every n ) 0.2 2
 .Thus this example shows that 13 cannot in general be turned into an
equality.
C. APPENDIX
2 d.PROPOSITION C.1. Let H be defined on l Z as
Hc n s yD q V c n s c k q V n c n . .  .  .  .  .  .
< <nyk s1
 .Assume that V is bounded; then ;c g D H with compact support, ;m G 0,
5 5'c ) 0, a ) 1, and t - q`, all depending on m, V and c such that`1 0
; t ) t ,0
2m yat< <  :n c , d - e , 84 . t n
< <n )c t1
where c is defined as in Corollary 2.1.t
 .  .Proof. Assume for simplicity that c n s d n ; for general c of0
compact support the proof extends easily. Let m G 0 and c ) 2 e 2 d q1
5 5 . n  d < < 4V . For n g N, H c is supported on k g Z , k F n . One has`
m r21r2 n< <k t2m n< <  :  :k c , d F H c , d d  t k n k / n!< < < < < <k )c t k )c t n) k1 1
nm r2 t n n
5 5F 2 d q V . `n!n)c t1
nmy1.r2yn’ 5 5F 2 2p n t 2 d q V e . . `
n)c t1
 .my1 r2 yc ln2. t1’F 4 2p c t e . .1
In the third inequality, we have used the Stirling formula.
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2 d. PROPOSITION C.2. Let H be any self-adjoint operator on H s l Z or
2 d..  .  .  .L R , and c g D H . Then for b defined as in 47 , b rm is anm m m) 0
2 d.increasing sequence. Moreo¨er, if H s l Z , 'b F 1 such that`
bm
lim s b . 85 .`mmª`
 < < m. XProof. Assume that ; t, c g D X . Then, for 0 - m - m, c gt t
 < < m
X
.  .D X . Applying Jensen's inequality to the probability measure dn xt
<  . < 2' c x dx, one obtainst
 < < m:  < < m :X s X c , ct t t
X mrmXm< <s X dn x .  .H t
R
 < < m
X
:m r m
X
G X . 86 .t
One applies once again Jensen's inequality to the probability measure
 . w xx dtrT , where x is the characteristic function of 0, T , whichw0, T x w0, T x
gives immediately
mrmX1 XTm m < < ::  < < :X G X dtT H t /T 0
 .which proves that b rm is an increasing sequence. As a conse-m m) 0
2 d.quence of Proposition C.1, if H s l Z , one has b F m, which impliesm
the last statement.
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